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NEW QUESTION: 1
An engineer configures a role for a new user in Cisco UCS
Manager The role should allow the user to configure vHBAs,
vNICs, and server port types. Which role should be assigned to
allow the engineer to complete this task?
A. server-compute
B. operations
C. AAA administrator
D. network administrator
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/sw/

gui/config/guide/1-4/UCSM_GUI_Configurat
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/ucs
m_privileges/3-1/UCSM-Privileges-3_1.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company plans to deploy collaboration tools for employees.
The company does not plan to deploy a hybrid environment. You
need to identify the features that are available in Teams and
Skype for Business Server.
Match each environment to its feature. To answer, drag the
appropriate environment form the column on the left to the
features on the right. Each environment may be used once, more
than once, or not at all.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://lucavitali.wordpress.com/2017/10/01/sfb-teams-featurescomparison-table/

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following produces this XY Graph?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D
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